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Roghness of Machined Surfaces
in the Technology of Broaching Inner Shaped Contours
Jozef Martinovič1,, Jozef Peterka2,*
Abstract: This paer provides information on research on the technology of broaching of the internal shaped surfaces.
This paper provides information on the research on the technology of stretching of internal shaped surfaces. It is a
technology that is used in mass production. Our research was focused on machining of internal surfaces. The difficulty
of the research was that it involved internal shaped complex surfaces called grooves. At the same time, the research was
carried out under mass production conditions. Another problem is that in broaching, low cutting speed is used and
therefore oil is commonly used as the cutting medium. The test specimens were intended for further use in assembly. The
effect of changing the cutting medium on the roughness of the machined surface of the newly formed grooves was
investigated. The experimental conditions consisted of obtaining data directly from a real production broaching process.
Real production conditions were used and the type of cutting medium was varied. So far, oil has been used. Our
intervention was to replace the oil with an emulsion. The research hypothesis was based on the fact that if, with sufficient
lubricating properties of the emulsion used, the machining process will be satisfactory in terms of the prescribed surface
roughness, then considerable financial costs will be saved for this process. The paper documents the occurrences for the
roughness of machined grooves as a function of the change in cutting fluids.
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1 INTRODUCTION

broaching mandrels. The choice of material and coating
directly influences the lifetime of the broaching tools and
thus the efficiency of the broaching process.
Knowledge from tribology and tribotechnics is
generally used in broaching processes [7]. The illustration
of the principle of the technology of broaching of internal
contoured surfaces is shown in Figure 1.

Broaching machines perform a rectilinear
movement. The tool for broaching is a mandrel. The
broaching mandrels have more teeth, the last teeth are
shaped to the desired shape of the machined area.
Broaching mandrels are manufactured with high precision
and quality of cutting surfaces and therefore also ensure
high accuracy of machined surfaces. The force required
for the broaching operation, i.e. the force on the broaching
mandrel is the sum of the forces of all the teeth [1].
The workpiece is centred with the broaching tool
directly on the broaching machine. The broaching
machine performs a straight line movement with the
broaching mandrel. When broaching, we have only this
one movement and its speed is the main cutting speed,
which we call "vc". We do not have secondary movements
during broaching or the secondary movements - feed and
feed - are determined by the design of the broaching
mandrel [2]. Overstretching usually produces surfaces of
the desired final shapes, dimensions, tolerances and
roughness. This is because the cutting teeth gradually
remove a small chip and each tooth creates a new
intermediate shape until the final desired shape of the
workpiece surface is achieved. But often different
workpieces after broaching technology go for further
processing usually heat treatment or induction hardening
operations [3]. Broaching mandrels, because of the large
number of cutting teeth, are rod-shaped and tend to be
sufficiently long. The cutting teeth represent [4] a cutting
tool with multiple cutting edges [5]. The advantage with
this technology is that the desired final shape of the
workpiece can be created with only one movement of the
broaching mandrel through the blank [6].

Fig. 1. Representation of the principle of broaching
internal contoured surfaces
vc – vektor of the main cutting speed
2 THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
There are currently two directions in which new
surfaces are emerging in production technologies. The
new technologies are the so-called additive technologies
[8] and the older well-known and tested ones are the takeoff technologies - (machining) [1, 2, 3]. In our paper we

The materials used for the production of broaching
mandrels are mainly high-speed steel, or sometimes also
sintered carbides. It is common practice to use coated
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will focus on machining technology. This technology, in
terms of the precise mathematical definition of the cutting
edge(s), can be divided into defined cutting edge and
undefined cutting edge machining methods. The methods
with a defined cutting edge include milling [9], turning,
boring [10], drilling but also broaching. Methods with an
undefined cutting edge include polishing, grinding [11],
honing, superfinishing.

other things, to prolong the life of the cutting tool [12], the
broaching mandrel. The cutting fluid also contributes to
the preservation of the machined surface and thus
prevents its corrosion. A very important positive benefit
of using cutting fluid is the reduction of the thermal load
on the machined surface as well. The experimental
conditions took into account the production process in a
real production plant. Production production machines,
tools and real workpieces were used. The experimental
conditions were based on the definition of the machine
tool, the broaching mandrel, the cutting speed and the
three types of cutting fluids.

The theory of machining knows four physical
causes of the formation of the machined surface. They are:
1. the shape of the cutting edge, 2. the roughness of the
cutting edge, 3. BUE (Built Upo Edge) and 4. the
vibrationsr. All four causes contribute their share to the
resulting roughness of the machined surface. This shape
is copied into the surface of the workpiece and creates a
new roughness profile of the machined surface. In various
literature sources, e.g. [1, 2, 3] and many others, equations
for calculating the theoretical roughness of the machined
surfaces can be found. Mostly these are equations for
turning technology, where this topic is most elaborated.
Applying the broaching technique, Figure 1, and
considering the four causes of roughness of the machined
surface mentioned above, it is evident that the cutting
edge roughness and possibly the occurrence of BUE have
the greatest influence on the occurrence of roughness in
this case.

The workpiece chosen was the so-called idler ring
Fig. 2. This is housed in a stator. The workpiece material
used is C45 steel. The prescribed surface roughness after
broaching is Rz25.

Based on this reasoning, we can write that:
Rzsurface = Rzcutting edge
(1)
where
Rzsurface
is the roughness of the machined surface,
Rzcutting edge is the roughness of the cutting edge.
The broaching technology is characterised by the
use of very low cutting speeds of the broaching mandrel.
At low cutting speeds, BUEs are likely to occur. In order
to prevent the formation of BUE, intensive lubrication of
the broaching mandrel is necessary. Intensive lubrication
between the cutting wedges and the cutting surfaces of the
workpiece will cause a reduction in friction. By reducing
friction, less heat is generated and thus no BUE is
generated. Lubrication in this case is provided by cutting
oils. In contrast, cutting oils represent a high cost item in
broaching technology. Our intervention was to replace the
oil with an emulsion. The research hypothesis was that if,
with sufficient lubricating properties of the emulsion
used, the machining process will be satisfactory in terms
of the prescribed surface roughness, then considerable
financial costs will be saved for this process.

Fig. 2. Test workpiece before broaching of internal
contoured surfaces
The broaching machine works in automated mode,
it has hydraulic movements. Example of broaching tools
is shown in the Figure 3.

3 EXPERIMENTS
3.1 'In situ' Experiments
The experiments were carried out under the
conditions of real production of internal shape-complexed
surfaces. The cutting medium was varied and the achieved
roughness of the machined internal groove surfaces was
carefully measured. The cutting fluid has the task, among

Fig. 3. Broaching tools
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Type of cutting fluid – 5% emulsion
The cutting fluid used in this test was an emulsion cutting
fluid with a concentration of 5%. Such concentrations are
commonly used in machining methods such as turning.
Such a concentration will ensure sufficient cooling. Our
ambition was to see if it would also provide sufficient
lubrication. The type of emulsion was Blaser
BLASOCUT 4000 Strong [14].

Table 1. Cutting conditions for broaching tests
Broaching machine
7B66
Length of the broaching

1100 mm

mandrel - Lbm
Main cutting speed - vc

2,5 m/min

Workpiece material

C45

Measuring device

MarSurf XCR20

Conclusion for cutting fluid - 5% emulsion
If a cutting fluid - emulsion with 5% concentration was
used, then we could observe a very fast wear of the cutting
wedge of the broaching mandrel. The broaching mandrel
itself was damaged very quickly, so it was necessary to
stop this experiment and re-sharpen the broaching
mandrel.. Example of grinding of broaching tool on a
grinding machine is shown in the Figure 6.

Figure 4 shows the situation of measuring the roughness
of machined grooves.

Fig. 4. Surface roughness measurement on the Mahr
MahrSurf XCR 20

Fig. 6. Grinding of broaching tool on the sharpener
Type of cutting fluid - 15% emulsion
The cutting fluid used in this test was an emulsion cutting
fluid with a concentration of 15%. Such concentrations
are used in machining methods where more lubrication is
required, such as tapping. Such a concentration will
ensure sufficient lubrication. Our ambition was to see if it
would also provide sufficient lubrication for broaching
technology. The type of emulsion was Blaser
BLASOCUT 4000 Strong [14].

Type of cutting fluid - oil
The production itself used the original ECOCUT 715
cutting oil [13]. We kept the same one for the first
experiment.

Fig. 5. Graphical representation of roghness
measurement in experiment No.1
Conclusion for cutting fluid - oil
The use of cutting oil had an effect on achieving the
desired roughness values of the machined surface, Figure
5 – graphical representation of roughness.

Fig. 7. Graphical representation of roghness
measurement in experiment No.3
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Conclusion for cutting fluid - 15% emulsion
The use of this cutting fluid - cutting emulsion with 15%
concentration had an effect on achieving the desired
roughness values of the machined surface, Figure 7 –
graphical representation of roughness.

The results of the experiments using emulsion showed the
importance of the size of the concentration of the
emulsion liquid on the broaching process. In the next step,
it is recommended to map the range of emulsion fluids,
analyze the parameters and compare them with the test
and perform new tests.

CONCLUSION
Acknowledgments
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In conclusion, it can be stated that it is possible to
reload workpieces after changing the cutting oil to an
emulsion fluid and thus achieve the desired surface
roughness quality.
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